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AthTek NetWalk v2.1.29 has been released. We have finished to collect 

the feedback of all our users and integrated some of them into the new 

version of AthTek NetWalk. We are sure of that it can help you to get 

better performance in your packet sniffing tasks. 

 

What’s new? 

* Support German dash board; 

* Support to minimize dash board; 

* Enhanced Matrix Map lines. 

 

Please compare AthTek NetWalk to other famous packet 

sniffing software, and you will find the compare results as we listed in 

our blog. 

 

Thanks to Dieter Matissek, he helped us translate AthTek NetWalk into 

German. That means if you are a German administrator, you can use 

AthTek NetWalk innetwork monitoring with you own language. Mr. 

Matissek has already received a lifetime free registration key from us, 

and we still need to translate AthTek NetWalk to other lanuages. If you 

would like to use our program in your own language, please contact us 
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and work together with us to translate it to your language. You will 

receive the lifetime free registration key once you have finished the 

translation! 

 

Some of users said that the packet sniffing software should be able 

to minimize to system tray automatically. We have included this function 

into the new AthTek NetWalk. Now you can choose to minimize to 

system tray automatically when the program starts, or 

manually minimize as you wish. 

 

Some of users said that they liked the Matrix Map, and would like to 

view more info from the communication lines. In AthTek NetWalk 

v2.1.29, we enhanced the Matrix Map lines to include more 

communication info into those lines. 

Want to receive more surprise from the new AthTek NetWalk? Free 

download it now and start your new packet sniffing experience! 
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